
EVALUATING HOW SUCCESSFUL
the insurance industry is when it
comes to using Big Data is
always going to be difficult, or
arbitrary at best. There is no set
of universally agreed measures
to define what success looks like.

But one thing is certain:
insurers have, as much as
advances in technology permit,
been employing the vast and
valuable reserves of information
available to run almost every
critical aspect of their busi-
nesses.

Routine tasks such as
pricing, risk selection and
underwriting are already per-
formed in one way or another
by computer-powered predictive
models, which draw on informa-
tion from the Big Data vault.

A report by Willis Towers
Watson last year showed two-
thirds of property and casualty
insurers in the US – the world’s
biggest insurance market – use

predictive models to assist with
underwriting and risk selection.

Survey respondents plan to
extend the use of Big Data and
predictive analytics to other
areas including fraud potential,
litigation potential, case
reserving and claims triage.

Major Australian insurers
have also invested heavily in Big
Data to sharpen their competi-
tiveness, under the broader
digitalisation wave sweeping the
industry.

Last year Suncorp intro-
duced artificial intelligence (AI)
technology to provide rapid lia-
bility decisions in its online
motor claims system.

“We ‘trained’ the AI system
using data collected from
15,000 claims scenarios, so it
would be able to accurately
determine liability based on a
customer’s written description
of a claim,” a Suncorp spokes-
man tells Insurance News. “As a

result of this, our process can
provide decisions with a high
degree of confidence in more
than 90% of online claims.

“The proportion of cus-
tomers who were fast-tracked
through the process has tripled,
enabling claim consultants to
focus more time on complex
scenarios.

“This capability has also cre-
ated more data, which has
further improved the consis-
tency of our liability decisions,
while establishing a reliable ref-
erence point based on a very
large history of claims and
industry guidelines.”

Data is a vital cog in a suc-
cessful insurance business,
Suncorp says.

The Queensland-based
financial services group builds
its data strategy around creating
customer value, lowering costs,
cutting risks and ensuring
strong data governance.

“Insurance is a data-centric
business,” the spokesman says.
“Suncorp is no different. Data is
critical to our operations and
the use of machine learning is
also driving increased under-
writing accuracy.

“We have seen the value of
data for a long time and contin-
ually invest in uplifting our
ability to generate insight and
act based on what data assets we
have.

“The continuously growing
volume of data today and our
data analytics capability
increases our understanding of
customer needs and builds on
the value we offer to our cus-
tomers.”

Suncorp’s data strategy also
involves “personalisation ana-
lytics”, where a series of models
link customer behaviour, cus-
tomer “journeys” and interactions
with the insurer’s products.

“This allows us to make cus-
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tomer offerings increasingly rel-
evant to individuals by matching
their needs with the right prod-
ucts and services from Suncorp
and our third-party partners,”
the spokesman says.

IAG, in its half-year results,
reported on progress made by
its Customer Labs division,
which is tasked with increasing
understanding of what the
market wants through har-
nessing data.

The division has, among
other achievements, deployed a
voice-activated AI capability to
gain insights from IAG’s enter-
prise data hub, and expanded
fraud analytics across portfolios to
detect and prevent false claims.

Reinsurance giant Swiss Re
is employing Big Data exten-
sively, having last year
established a fully automated
flight delay compensation
product for short delays in
Europe and Asia.

Using data from about 200
million flights and more than 10
years of weather history, the
reinsurer has built a machine
learning model to identify key
delay drivers, to predict indi-
vidual flight hold-ups. A
dynamic pricing engine was fur-
ther developed to price millions
of flights every day, leveraging
Swiss Re’s risk knowledge.

“The customer receives an
end-to-end digital experience by
purchasing the insurance
through a mobile phone app,”
Head of Digital and Smart
Analytics Asia-Pacific Matthias
Fischer tells Insurance News.

“Once a flight arrives at the
destination and if the flight 
is delayed by more than the 
time the customer selected, a
claims payout is automatically
generated.

“This innovative compensa-
tion product is a combination of
making smart use of risk insights

through the processing of Big
Data with machine learning
techniques, and enhancing the
digital customer experience
with an end-to-end automated
solution,” 

As technology continues to
make breakthroughs, opportu-
nities have grown for insurers to
use Big Data.

Claims management is one
aspect of the business that is
benefitting enormously.

US insurtech Lemonade has
shown claims handling – an area
where the human touch has
been considered indispensable –
can be fully automated using AI.

Across the industry, sensors
are being installed to identify
risks at an early stage and
drones deployed to determine
the scale of damage during
claims handling.

“Digital collection and
analysis of data makes it possible
to take quick, dependable deci-

sions instead of having to rely
on subjective estimates, as was
frequently the case in the past,”
Munich Re Head of Claims
Tobias Buttner says.

“Consolidated, central data-
bases ensure greater transparency
and highlight loss trends. Robust
risk and loss forecasts are now
possible much earlier.

“Not only does this make it
easier to identify errors, but also
to learn from losses and prevent
such errors in the future.

“Last but not least, claims
processing is becoming faster
and in many cases less expensive
– something that should go a
long way to increasing insurance
client satisfaction.”

In motor cover, telematics
increasingly determine pre-
miums based on an individual
driver’s on-road habits and
other related information.

“If telematics make insur-
ance for under-25s more
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affordable… that’s where Big
Data is the most relevant here,”
Perry Abbott, Chief Executive of
Friendsurance Australia, tells
Insurance News. “Customers are
given the opportunity to
respond to controllable factors.

“If people have an active
choice to pull the levers towards
the direction where insurance
becomes affordable, that is a
good thing.”

Still, a host of pitfalls await
as insurers move deeper into the
world of Big Data.

Is the information insurers
use to make decisions trust-
worthy and reliable? This is an
emerging concern as human-
engineered machines play
increasingly dominant roles in
the day-to-day running of an
insurance business.

“Insurers are going to con-
tinue to expand their use of
data and analytics in both
pricing and tailoring of prod-

ucts to customers,” KPMG
Partner, Audit, Assurance and
Risk Consulting Scott Guse tells
Insurance News.

“However, one of the key
risks around using data and ana-
lytics is trust… that is, do I have
the confidence to trust the
output my data and analytics is
telling me? 

“The old saying of ‘garbage
in, garbage out’ applies to data
and analytics. If you don’t have
accurate, reliable and cleansed
data that you can trust… when
running your data and analytic
models, then you will not have
confidence or trust in the
output or analysis produced.”

Data and analytics rely almost
exclusively on the assumption
that past information in use is
accurate and a good indicator of
the future. What happens if that
is no longer the case?

Mr Guse says technological
changes are taking place so rap-

idly that historical data may no
longer be as reliable a gauge of
the future as it once was. Even if
the data is 100% accurate, there
will always be events beyond
human control.

“Events caused by Mother
Nature or events caused by
erratic human behaviours will
never be fully factored into your
analysis,” Mr Guse says. “Data
analytics is really important, but
it is not the absolute answer.

“Insurers are aware of these
risks, so they try to implement
controls and procedures to miti-
gate the impact of those risks
where possible.

“They will ensure the input
data is cleansed for anomalies,
they will ensure the input data is
complete by reconciling key
aspects back to other underlying
source records, and they will
ensure the input data is still rel-
evant to the environment in
which they are operating.

“By implementing these
practices and controls, it elimi-
nates part of the risk and allows
an insurer to trust the output
more than if you didn’t have
those controls in place.”

Tim Macdermid, Managing
Director of database supplier
MarkLogic Australia, says
insurers need the right tools to
manage and best utilise the
growing volume of data.

“It’s all very well to have all
this data, but how do we add
value to this data?” he says. “The
trick to that is to ensure it’s col-
lected on a flexible platform that
allows us to use it in real time,
build applications fast and deliver
value around those applications
to our customers, and under-
stand what the data is telling us.

“The move from collection
and maintenance to how we can
add value – it’s an evolution
rather than a new approach to
anything.” !
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“One of the key risks around using data
and analytics is trust… that is, do I have
the confidence to trust the output my
data and analytics is telling me?”


